Get Ready
WE GET IT — YOU’RE A CONTROL FREAK, A MASTER OF MULTITASKING. YOU DON’T NEED A WEDDING PLANNER,
SO JUST CROSS THAT EXPENSE OFF YOUR LIST. NOT SO FAST. DWH ’S LATEST CROP OF A-LIST PLANNERS, CHOSEN
BY OUR STAFF FOR THEIR EXPERIENCE AND RAVE CLIENT REVIEWS, SHARE THEIR STORIES. THE TAKEAWAY?
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WHY YOU NEED
A
PLANNER
that you never even thought of
by ERIKA H UENEKE
IN

You can’t control the

1 weather ➸ Weather is
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DWH readers’ no. 2 most important factor when selecting the
wedding destination (second only
to cost), but the sun has a mind of
its own. Happily, a planner can
troubleshoot and rally helping
hands to execute Plan B — all
while you stay dry (and calm your
nerves with a mimosa) in the
wedding-prep suite.
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THE PRO Based in Palm Beach,
Florida, Aviva Samuels launched
Kiss the Planner in 2010 and
has since planned more than
30 destination weddings. With a
background in hospitality, graphic design, floral design
and decor, she primarily plans weddings in South
Florida and the Caribbean.
TRUE STORY “One particularly challeng-
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ing wedding was at the Ancient Spanish
Monastery in Miami. The only option is to
set the reception tables within the covered,
open-air corridors that surround a center
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Get Ready
Maui, Pebble Beach, Sun Valley, Aspen and Santa Barbara
from her base in Newport Beach, California.
TRUE STORY “When Seimone and LaTaya

contacted me to plan their wedding, they
had two stipulations: 1. They wanted to
get married in Hawaii, and 2. The date
had to be May 9. With Seimone playing
professional basketball in both Russia
and Minnesota, she had only one week off
between the two seasons. Because of the
time difference, we only Skyped once and
exchanged about 30 emails. They had full
trust in me and basically showed up to the
wedding I had planned for them, with a
little guidance as far as the vibe and color
palette. They were dream clients because
of their trust and design freedom, but it
made me extremely nervous — were
they going to like it? In the end, they
were really happy and had an amazing
evening with their friends and family.”
brookekeegan.com
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You are really freaking

2 busy ➸ Until you’ve planned

a wedding, you have no idea what
a time-suck it is. But trust us, it’s
like a full-time job — and almost
three-quarters of you already have
one of those. Having a planner lets
you stay as involved — or uninvolved — as you please, leaving
more time for the fiancé, the gym
and life in general.

You don’t want to baby-

3 sit your vendors ➸ You

THE PRO In business for seven years,
Brooke Keegan has planned 30-plus
multiday destination-wedding
events in locations like London,

3

ing
Introduc

MORE A-LIST VENDORS!

spent a lot of time vetting them
and choosing the best possible
professionals for your music, food,
photos, flowers and rentals. Still,
that doesn’t mean mix-ups won’t
happen. How do you want to
spend the morning of your wedding — getting pampered with
your best friends by the spa pool,
or making frantic phone calls?

“PICTURE-PERFECT” ISN’T HYPERBOLE
WHEN IT COMES TO OUR 2016 A-LIST
PHOTOGRAPHERS AND VIDEOGRAPHER.
HIRE ONE TO CAPTURE YOUR BIG DAY.
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LIA & STU |
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Fiji | United States
maliajohnson.com
See their work on p. 62.

JEN HUANG
New England | California |
Destination
jenhuangphoto.com
See her work on p. 78.

REBECCA ARTHURS
Hawaii | New England |
Destination
rebecca-arthurs.com
See her work on p. 90.

LINDSAY VANN
PHOTOGRAPHY
Virgin Islands
lindsayvannphotography.com
See her work on p. 102.

ISLE MEDIA
(Video)
Alan Sangpan, CEO/founder
Hawaii | Destination
islemedia.com
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courtyard. That day was one of the worst
rainstorms I have ever encountered after
living here for nearly 20 years. Monsoonlike rain was blowing into the corridors
sideways. Throughout the day, the venue
crew and anyone else who could lend a
hand continued to sweep the flooding water
out of the building as it kept pouring. About
60 minutes before the guests were due to
arrive, the rain finally relented. Thanks
to every fantastic vendor involved, the
final hour was reserved for drying the floor,
carrying in all the tables and chairs, and
setting each one to perfection. It was truly
a great effort to make sure all was ready
on time and the guests were unsuspecting
of any problems. I can honestly say I was
determined to pull it off, come hell or high
water!” kisstheplanner.com

Get Ready
4

THE PRO Jamie Chang launched Mango Muse Events more than
six years ago and has since planned 25 destination weddings
all over the world. Based in the San Francisco Bay Area, she
makes planning from afar fun and easy, and she specializes in
creating unique and personalized experiences for her couples.
TRUE STORY “For one destination wedding, the tent was arriving

early in the morning. I got there when the rentals were arriving
because I wanted to be on hand to make sure everything was set
up correctly. As the team started to put together the tent top,
I noticed it wasn’t what we had ordered — the couple wanted a
clear tent to see the beautiful sky, and the tent they were hoisting up was white. I immediately ran over to the team and spoke
to them about it. They called the office to confirm the order and
had another team bring out the correct tent about an hour later.
Crisis averted! Had I not been there early, they would have put
up the wrong tent, and the couple would have been devastated.
That’s just a small part of what I do behind the scenes to make
sure the wedding we’ve spent months designing comes to life.”
mangomuseevents.com

You want to get married somewhere

4 completely impractical ➸ It’s fine — it’s

Generous group benefits make even
the biggest wedding a great value.
Weddings.PalaceResorts.com 1.866.440.5618
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THE PRO Founder of wedOtahiti in the Islands of Tahiti, Nelly
Grange has helped almost two dozen couples plan a tropical
beach wedding in Tahiti that combines a personal experience
with striking landscapes and untouched beauty.

TRUE STORY “I planned a destination wedding
earlier this year in a gorgeous private property by the water on
the island of Moorea. The place looks like Tahiti in the ’60s and
’70s — cute little huts by the water, amazing surroundings …

10/21/15 1:20 PM
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kind of the whole point of a destination wedding; if
you wanted to wed at a country club, you could
have saved a lot of frequent-flier miles by staying
home. But you don’t want to be the one navigating
the logistics of pulling off an event in an unconventional location — leave that to the pros.

5
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but no electricity (other than a tiny generator) and no kitchen.
In fact, the property was left unoccupied for more than 10 years
before the event, not to mention the super bumpy road that led
to it. We had to cater a pre-ceremony tropical breakfast, plus a
post-ceremony fusion tasting brunch for 80 people. I loved the
challenge — and I particularly loved this event because it was
never done before. We took all the wedding guests to the site by
boat so they could enjoy a ride on the lagoon, with all its stunning
shades of blue; they even encountered dolphins on the way!
Wedding guests were all super happy to be there and to
experience the authentic Tahiti.” wedotahiti.com

Your wedding vision is a Pinterest-

5 splosion ➸ You want your wedding to be

creative, fun and romantic (all among the top 10
words brides use to describe themselves*). But what
does that actually look like? Your planner can take
the mess in your head and translate it into a reality
even better than your original concept — after all,
two heads are better than one.

JAVIER OLIVERO; *SOURCE: THE KNOT

THE PRO In business 16 years, Sari L. Skalnik of Tropical
Weddings has planned a thousand events for couples coming
from the United States, Europe and Asia who want to have a
destination wedding in Puerto Rico or at a Sandals Resort.

TRUE STORY “The theme of this particular
wedding was, ‘Till death do us part.’ When I first spoke with the
bride, I thought, Cool idea. Then she informed us she would be
sending us skulls to incorporate into the decor. At first I thought,
How are we going to make this crazy idea work? Then we talked
with the couple about how we needed to create something that
was 1. unique to them, and 2. tasteful. We started looking at the
colorful Day of the Dead celebration from Mexico and decided
this was the direction we needed to go. We played with ideas, and
the bride sent us some of the decor items she wanted at the wedding. When we were setting everything up, it all came together.”
tropicalweddingspr.com

Choose from eight romantic
resorts in Mexico and Jamaica.
Weddings.PalaceResorts.com 1.866.440.5618
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WE ASKED OUR NEW A-LIST PLANNERS TO CHIME IN
Is it OK to invite people to showers and
engagement parties if they aren’t invited to
our intimate destination wedding?

ANSWER ➸ “Short answer: No. If the wedding guest list is
small, the shower guest list should be equally small. Although
not everyone will be able to attend your destination wedding,
consider inviting them as a gesture of appreciation for the
connection you share. If they must decline the wedding but
are able to make it to the shower, you spare any hurt feelings
and have the benefit of their company. Of course, this means
you must be ready to host them at the wedding if they say yes.
Another option: Have a postwedding celebration back home, in
which case you can invite those guests.” — Aviva Samuels

How can we manage guests’ social-media
sharing of our wedding weekend?

ANSWER ➸ “It’s important to communicate to the guests
either way: if you do want them to share — or you don’t.
I’ve had a few weddings where the couple wanted everyone
to enjoy the day and be in the moment, so we did a cellphone
check station. They’re welcome to use their phone at any time,
but they have to do so away from the festivities at the station. If
a couple really wants to make a social-media buzz, we provide
the hashtag info in the welcome letter and signs throughout the
wedding to encourage them to post!” — Brooke Keegan

ANSWER ➸ “Ideally, the couple should host any activity or
event that’s wedding-related and that they’re coordinating,
like the welcome party, rehearsal dinner, farewell brunch and
any group activities (fishing, kayaking, tours, wine tasting).
However, realistically, not every couple can afford to pay
for every activity and event for all of their guests. The rule
of thumb: Plan to pay for the coordinated meals, but the

We’ll help you customize every detail
of your day, your way.
Weddings.PalaceResorts.com 1.866.440.5618
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REBECCA ARTHURS

What activities and meals should we host
(ahem, pay) for guests?

theplan

Weddiquette
ON SOME OF THE MOST COMMON HEAD-SCRATCHERS.

coordinated activities you can make optional and inform your
guests ahead of time what they’ll cost. This way you’re making
it easy for those who want to go; they know the cost upfront and
can make a decision to join you or not.” — Jamie Chang

How can we help our guests save on travel
expenses to encourage them to come?

ANSWER ➸ “Look into group travel discounts with airlines,
hotels and transportation. You can also work with a travel agent
who can handle all of your guests’ travel arrangements (to make
it easy) and utilize their relationships to get your guests the best
deal. And of course, you can cover some of the costs yourself and
pay for transportation to and from the airport, or help out with
the accommodations, either paying for guests’ entire stays or
part of the room rate.” — Chang

How can we politely let guests know we
prefer cash gifts?

ANSWER ➸ “A website is a great way to politely spread the word
about your gift preferences. Telling your guests that their sole
presence at your destination wedding is the best gift and means
the world to you is one way to phrase it. Also have your family
and close friends spread the world on your behalf. But again,
how you and they phrase it is most important, so your guests
don’t feel they’re obligated to do cash gifts.” — Nelly Grange

We plan to stay at our destination for a few
days after the wedding. How can we ensure
private time without offending guests?

ANSWER ➸ “Most hotels have other rooms not located in the
same area as your guests’ rooms, so you can ask your planner or
the hotel about upgrading your room on the wedding night. You
also have the option to move to another resort on the island. We
have found, though, that most family and guests respect your
privacy if you ask.” — Sari L. Skalnik

Our expert team of wedding planners
will be with you, every step of the way.
Weddings.PalaceResorts.com 1.866.440.5618
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EASY ALL-INCLUSIVES

ALMOST HALF OF DWH READERS ARE PLANNING ON marrying
HAVING TO swipe YOUR CREDIT CARD EVERY TIME YOU WANT
YOUR FINANCES. STILL, AS WITH ANY big DECISION, RESEARCH

All-Incl
EASY
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: SECRETS RESORTS & SPAS; KT MERRY; LAUREN AND TIM FAIR OF LAUREN FAIR
PHOTOGRAPHY; HUNTER RYAN PHOTO (HUNTERRYANPHOTO.COM); FRANCISCO GUERRERO TANCO;
HEIDI GELDHAUSER WITH OUR LABOR OF LOVE PHOTOGRAPHY; HUNTER RYAN PHOTO (HUNTERRYANPHOTO.COM)

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Secrets Aura Cozumel’s pool. All-you-can-eat apps. Local music at Couples Tower Isle in Jamaica. R & R at Zoetry Paraiso
Infinity vistas at Hermitage Bay, Antigua. Ceviche for all. Sleep tight at Azul Sensatori Mexico by Karisma. Kid-friendly or no kids allowed? There are
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AT AN ALL-INCLUSIVE, AND WE’RE not surprised — NOT
A margarita KEEPS THE FOCUS ON YOUR FETE INSTEAD OF ON
IS KEY. HERE’S WHAT TO ask BEFORE SIGNING THAT contract.

lusives
by MAYA VANDENBERG

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: ZOËTRY WELLNESS & SPA RESORTS; JILLIAN MITCHELL;
DEAR WESLEYANN; JAMES RUBIO PHOTOGRAPHY; HERMITAGE BAY;
ZACH STOVALL; COURTESY AZUL SENSATORI MEXICO, BY KARISMA HOTELS & RESORTS

de la Bonita Riviera Maya. A fiesta overlooking the Pacific. Bottomless drinks? Bottoms up! Hawaii boasts a single all-inclusive: Travaasa Hana Maui.
all-inclusives for either. Daybeds at Melia Tropical Caribe in Punta Cana. Turquoise dresses and pink blooms suit a tropical fete (2).
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RE YOU GO

FOR THE
TAKING
All-inclusive resorts
aren’t one size fits all.
See which one suits
you best for your bash.
4%
8% NIGHTLY
SHOWS

FREE
WATER SPORTS

Who’s in?

Before you fall in love
with a resort, settle on
the number of guests and the age range.
While all-inclusives tend toward
massive, some come with a smaller footprint (Sandals Carlyle in Montego Bay,
Jamaica, has just 52 rooms). Others have
age requirements. “If you have families
with kids attending the wedding, an
adults-only property obviously won’t be
the right fit,” says Susan Southerland,
president of Just Marry!, a weddingplanning firm in Orlando, Florida.
Make sure you’re clear on the resort’s
booking policies too. “Some all-inclusives
require that the majority of your wedding
guests, sometimes at least 80 percent, stay
at the hotel,” says Barbara Fancsik of
Weddings Vallarta by Barbara. To encourage guests to stay at your chosen property,
inquire about group booking rates, and

look for a resort with multiple room
categories at different price points.
Ask how many
weddings the
resort holds per day — and whether a
wedding planner will be solely focused on
you, or you and three other couples. Also
consider the privacy of the ceremony and
reception venues. Ask yourself, “Will
I completely lose it if there are uninvited
onlookers when I exchange vows on the
beach?” says Tara Soloway, managing
director of Luxe Destination Weddings.
Be sure to understand the food and
beverage policy for celebratory dinners
as well. If you have a small guest list and
are willing to forfeit some privacy (i.e., sit
in the main dining room with the masses),
your rehearsal dinner or even reception
meal could be covered in the room rate.
But most often, says Fancsik, “the

Privacy, please

WE ASKED

WHAT’S
YOUR FAVORITE
ALL-INCLUSIVE
40%
OFFERING?
UNLIMITED

48%

BOTTOMLESS BOOZE

FOOD
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Exceptionsal
Inclusion
GET BUSY — FOR FREE! —
AT THESE FUN RESORTS.

JAMAICA

MEXICO

Couples Swept Away, Negril
Take an outing on a glassbottom boat, a catamaran
cruise or a daily dive to explore
vibrant reefs like Coral Garden
and Fantasy Reef.

Zoëtry Paraiso de la Bonita
Immerse yourself in Mexican
culture with gratis Spanish
lessons, culinary classes,
tequila tastings, cigar rolling
and a temazcal steam bath.

HERMITAGE BAY

O
KNOW BEF

EASY ALL-INCLUSIVES
#BOTTOMSUP

Killer
Drinks

1
#TEQUILA
Someone spiked the hibiscus punch at
Marival Resort & Suites Puerto Vallarta.

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: LAURA GRIER OF BEAUTIFUL DAY PHOTOGRAPHY; CONCEPT PHOTOGRAPHY
(CPTPHOTOGRAPHY.COM); JANA MARIE PHOTOGRAPHY; LAUREN AND TIM FAIR OF LAUREN FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY;
ZACH STOVALL; DEAR WESLEYANN; SHUTTERSTOCK

CLOCKWISE FROM FAR LEFT: Kick off your shoes in one of
Hermitage Bay Antigua’s Hillside Pool Suites. A family-style
reception table with bright blooms in Los Cabos, Mexico. Limitless
sliders, French fries, conch fritters and tropical fruit. Why is this
bride smiling? Because she hasn’t pulled out her wallet in days.

all-inclusivity doesn’t apply to group
events, so you’ll pay an additional price
per person for food, beverage and service.”
All-inclusive resorts
and wedding packages
go together like a Corona and a beach chair
— think package names like Secrets of Love
and Precious Gem, with inclusions like an
officiant, a two-tier cake and champagne.
Make sure to suss out exactly what your
package entails and for how many people;
some are for a certain number of guests
only, and anything above that is an extra
cost. Also, a package will likely come with
set flowers and decor, with limited room
for modification. “If there’s something
you specifically want — a certain look or
style — make sure to ask what your options are within the package and if they
can accommodate,” suggests Jamie Chang
of Mango Muse Events.

It’s a deal

The fine print

Most allinclusives have
preferred vendors they regularly work
with, notes Megan Velez, vice president of
product at Destination Weddings Travel
Group, “and resorts often charge additional
fees for bringing in outside vendors.” Also,
as with any hotel, be aware of when the
festivities must end — you may not be able
to party into the wee hours, especially at
family-friendly resorts where bedtimes are
earlier for little ones, says Soloway.
If your guests aren’t booking rooms on
property, inquire about the price of day
passes to attend your wedding. And don’t
forget the legalities. “Ask who will manage wedding documentation,” advises
Marsha-Ann Brown, director of romance
for Sandals and Beaches Resorts, “and find
out if the resort has the ability to provide
religious-ceremony preferences.”

MAUI

SAINT LUCIA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Travaasa Hana
Get a taste of the aloha life
with a rotating schedule of
throw-net fishing, lei making,
bamboo-pole fishing and
ukulele lessons.

The BodyHoliday
After archery, fencing and
tai chi, head to your included
50-minute daily spa treatment
so you can massage away the
kinks and do it all again.

Paradisus Palma Real
Book royal service, and a cellphone comes with the room
key — in case you need to call
your personal butler for dinner
reservations or a pillow menu.

2
#DANGEROUS
Drinks so sweet, you can’t even taste the
alcohol at Couples Tower Isle in Jamaica.

3
#COCOLOCO
Rum, creme de banane, pineapple juice, sugar
syrup, coconut cream + drink umbrella = party.

4

#FIVEOCLOCKSOMEWHERE
Ceremony’s over — time to celebrate!
Mango martinis for the new Mr. and Mrs.
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ADVANTAGES

TOP
FIVE
REASONS TO HAVE
IT ALL (INCLUDED)

1

WED FOR FREE
Often, the resort
will throw in a gratis
basic wedding,
depending on how
many rooms and/or
nights you book.

2

PERFECT
PACKAGE Set
wedding packages
make planning easy,
especially since
vendors already
know exactly what’s
expected of them.
One signature seals
the deal with no interviews required.

3

EASY MONEY
Budgeting for
your big day is no
prob because daily
food, drinks, accommodations and most
activities are all part
of a single price.

4

STAY PUT Many
all-inclusives
offer amenity sharing
and easy transfers
to sister properties
next door, so it’s a
snap to extend your
wedding straight into
your honeymoon.

COURTESY SANDOS CANCUN

5
Sandos Cancun’s prime
ceremony spot redefines
“oceanfront gazebo.”
Overlooking the Caribbean
Sea, it holds up to 120 people.
Bonus: The resort hosts only
one wedding at a time.

TONS OF QT
Thanks to the
host of activities,
guests are less likely
to disappear on their
own. Savor that quality time with your
nearest and dearest.
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BULA

Bride

JESS AND KA’EO TIE THE KNOT AT AN ALLINCLUSIVE, HEART-SHAPED ISLAND RETREAT.

2

“
3

4

1. ATTIRE Jess chose the Princeville
Gown by Katie May; Ka’eo wore Banana
Republic. 2. GUESTS A group shot on
the beach. 3. CAKE The resort’s catering
team designed the vanilla and coconut cake.
4. DECOR San Diego-based Flower Box
created golden pineapples, which served as
centerpieces, aisle decor and photo-booth props.
5. RECEPTION Loved ones helped
assemble the paper lanterns, from Amazon.
6. FLOWERS Tadra Flowers supplied
Ka’eo’s lei and Jess’ flower crown and bouquet.
7. GUEST BOOK The resort’s engineer
handcrafted plank art. 8. CEREMONY
Lyndsey Roach of Flower Box spearheaded the big
day and decorated the ceremony site with island
greenery, white orchids and golden pineapples.

5

6

7

photography by LIA & STU | P H OTOGRAP H ER S

Jess and Ka’eo’s vision for their nuptials was to have their
closest friends and family with them on a beautiful island
paradise for a stress-free, weeklong celebration, and we wanted
to make sure they were able to enjoy every aspect of their wedding day as much as possible. The couples we photograph are not
professional models who are used to being in front of a camera,
so we work as a team to bring a carefree and lighthearted attitude
that helps put them at ease.
When shooting a wedding, we try to convey the story of the day,
put people in beautiful light and let them interact with each other
so we can showcase those real moments and emotions. Since
their January 13, 2015, wedding had only 40 guests, Jess and Ka’eo
wanted to capture all of the events of the day — from the bride and
maid of honor having their hair done by Totoka Hair and Makeup
Fiji to the surf-and-turf plated dinner provided by Tavarua Island
Resort, an all-inclusive private island known for its surf breaks.
Though the couple is from Hawaii, the Big Island, both families
have spent a lot of time at Tavarua and call it their second home.
You could see that it felt like a backyard wedding. The staff
worked together with the couple and their family and friends
to bring the couple’s vision to life, which was to create a casual
beachy atmosphere that flaunted the island’s natural beauty.
The few days we spent there were full of so much fun and love.”
— Lia & Stu | Photographers, as told to Maya Vandenberg
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